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MARSHALLS ACQUIRES BRICK MANUFACTURER EDENHALL
Marshalls plc is pleased to announce that it has acquired Edenhall Holdings Limited
(“Edenhall”), Britain’s largest independent brick manufacturer and Europe’s leading supplier
of concrete facing bricks.
Edenhall manufactures and sells concrete facing bricks in a spectrum of colours, shades and
textures. The group turned over £33m in 2017 and employs approximately 250 people,
operating across ten production sites.
Edenhall is now part of the Marshalls Group of businesses and for the foreseeable future will
continue to run as a standalone business, trading as Edenhall (a Marshalls Company).
The acquisition is in line with Marshalls’ stated strategy of expanding into adjacent building
products relating to new build housing.
Commenting on the transaction, Martyn Coffey, Chief Executive of Marshalls, said:

"Marshalls' Strategy is to grow both organically and through carefully selected earnings
enhancing bolt-on acquisitions with a particular focus on those parts of the market where
higher levels of growth are anticipated, including New Build Housing, Road, Rail and Water
Management. The acquisition of Edenhall represents a significant step towards achieving
further growth in the New Build Housing market. Edenhall is a profitable business with a
strong track record of quality, reliability and service, primarily targeting builders’ merchants
and regional and national housebuilders. The acquisition is in line with our stated strategy of
expanding into adjacent building products related to New Build Housing.”
Andrew Cotton, Edenhall MD, commented that the joining of two great companies will add
real value to our customers and accelerate the growth of Edenhall.
- ENDS -

Notes to Editors
Marshalls is the UK’s leading hard landscaping manufacturer and has supplied some of the
most prestigious landmarks in the UK with hard landscaping solutions since the 1880’s.
Marshalls strives to improve environments for everyone by creating integrated landscapes
that promote well-being, use fairly traded stone, provide products that alleviate flood risks,
to creating innovative protective landscape furniture.
www.marshalls.co.uk
www.marshalls.co.uk/documents/presentations/acquisition-of-edenhall.pdf
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